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ABSTRACT

We present Cantāmus, a web-based system that allows
choir conductors and ensemble leaders to automatically
generate practice tracks from any digital score. The system
employs a singing synthesis engine trained on a multilin-
gual choir singing dataset. Digital choral scores are first
uploaded in MusicXML format. Then, the system recog-
nizes and renders the different vocal parts. Synchronized
audio and digital sheet music are shown on the web in-
terface, which integrates other functionalities for singing
practice such as track mixing, user performance record-
ing and assessment. We showcase our system and discuss
the main challenges we encountered when processing user-
created digital scores in this context.

1. INTRODUCTION

Choral singing is a widespread cultural phenomenon:
from amateur choirs to professional concert choirs, church
choirs, school choirs, and many others. In Canada, for ex-
ample, an estimated 10% of the population sing in choirs
[1]. In the United States, more than 54 million adults and
children sing in choral groups (17% of the population) [2].

Many non-professional choir singers cannot easily
sight-sing from sheet music, which makes it difficult for
them to learn their parts and practice between rehearsals.
To aid singers, conductors often create practice tracks,
which are individual recordings of each choir part. Record-
ing such tracks is time-consuming, so choirs sometimes
purchase professionally produced tracks instead.

Cantāmus was designed to solve this problem: we
use state-of-the-art singing synthesis technology to ren-
der practice tracks from any musical score, including the
lyrics, using the voices of professional choir singers.

Cantāmus was initially conceived as part of the
TROMPA project, 1 a research project funded by the Eu-
ropean Union involving institutions and companies from

1 https://trompamusic.eu/
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across Europe. The project’s goal was to enrich public-
domain music archives by combining human and machine
computation. Specifically for choir music, the aim was to
make public-domain choir music accessible to wider audi-
ences using singing synthesis. As part of this effort, the
Choir Singers Pilot was created [3]. This pilot was a web-
based tool for singers to practice using tracks rendered
from public-domain scores. The tool was directly con-
nected to the TROMPA database of public-domain scores.

Building on the experience from the research pilot, we
continued to evolve the practice tool and the technolo-
gies involved in it and created Cantāmus, which we now
present.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Cantāmus: a rehearsal tool for choirs

Cantāmus is a practice tool for singers and conductors of
choirs and vocal ensembles. It provides a catalog of dig-
ital scores with pre-rendered practice tracks, and includes
recording functionalities with automatic feedback on the
singer’s tuning accuracy. The application is web-based,
allowing to manage all the user content on the cloud and
share recordings between users. Figure 1 shows a screen-
shot of Cantāmus.

To render scores graphically to the screen, Cantāmus
uses Verovio [4]. To play the audio, pre-rendered practice
tracks are mixed in real time using the Web Audio API, al-
lowing users to dynamically modify mix parameters such
as each voice’s volume and panning. Implementation de-
tails can be found in our previous work [3].

2.2 Processing digital scores for choral music

The system requires digital scores in the MusicXML for-
mat, a standard music encoding format. MusicXML is
supported by a wide selection of notation programs (e.g.,
MuseScore, Sibelius, Finale, Dorico). Furthermore, many
public-domain scores are available in this format (e.g., on
the Choral Public Domain Library 2 ).

Digital scores are normally created with the intention of
being printed and read by human singers. When we read
them automatically in Cantāmus, we often encounter hard-
ships and inconsistencies because the score is not always
encoded using correct semantic encoding (e.g., lyrics text

2 https://cpdl.org
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Figure 1. A screenshot of Cantāmus showing the piece page with the score view and the voices sidebar open.

might be encoded as a comment text box, and so our pro-
gram would not read it correctly as lyrics).

We support lyrics in five languages: English, German,
Latin, Spanish and Catalan. Users must select a language
at rendering time to ensure that pronunciation in the syn-
thesized parts corresponds to the desired language. Scores
in unsupported languages are rendered with ‘aah’ sounds
(without lyrics). Scores with repeat signs are currently not
supported.

Typically, choral music scores have each part on a sep-
arate staff (e.g. soprano, alto, tenor and bass). Sometimes,
however, scores have multiple voices on the same staff (di-
visi). We currently support up to two divisi voices per part.

For now, continuous tempo variations (e.g. ritardando)
need to be encoded as discrete tempo changes in the score
with explicit specification of beats-per-minute.

2.3 Parsing and rendering scores

The process of adding a score to Cantāmus involves the
following steps.

1. Validating score contents, e.g., making sure no re-
peat signs are present.

2. Assigning a voice type (soprano/alto/tenor/bass) to
each score part. Users can override the system’s
guess. Divisi voices are detected by looking for
chords or multiple voices on the same staff.

3. Parsing each voice (or each divisi, if needed) from
the MusicXML into an internal notes representation
(note onset and offset).

4. Transcribing lyrics to phonemes and spreading each
word’s syllables onto the given notes.

5. Synthesizing the notes into audio using several ma-
chine learning models (see Section 2.4).

2.4 Multilingual choir synthesis

The synthesis engine is based on a semi-supervised learn-
ing approach [5,6] developed in the scope of the TROMPA
project. To support synthesis in multiple languages, we
extended the base synthesis engine with multilingual voice
models. We created a multilingual dataset of studio record-
ings by professional choir singers. 3 A total of 16 singers
were recorded in four languages (English, Spanish, Cata-
lan, and German). Phonetic transcription was performed
using a shared multilingual phoneme dictionary that en-
compasses phonemes of all four languages.

An encoder-decoder architecture converts the input
score (notes and phonetic transcription) to audio with the
different singers’ voice timbres. Synthesis is performed in
several steps, where each step is executed by a separate
machine learning model: predicting phoneme durations,
predicting an F0 curve from phonemes and notes, generat-
ing an internal acoustic encoding, generating a mel spec-
trogram, and finally generating the waveform.

3. CHALLENGES

The system is still is in development, and several chal-
lenges will be addressed in the following updates. First,
we intend to extend the number of supported languages in
the coming months. Currently the phonetic transcription
step needs to be implemented individually for every new
language. Second, we want to make the system more ro-
bust towards errors in the MusicXML encoding, providing
more information to the user and working towards building
an automatic correction feature.

3 Cor Francesc Valls, Barcelona.
https://corfrancescvalls.org
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